Husky over dunes

Kunene River Mouth
or bust!
Dave Vanderspuy
It all started when I figured I needed to go and see some new places. Fly uncharted territory. I needed to GET there, wherever that was.
One day it’ll be too late and it’s no use bleating about it. I had misgivings at first, thinking of the distances, the fuelling requirements,
and visiting remote places without any technical assistance.
So the planning began, and more planning and yet still more. At first the group consisted
of three airplanes and ten people. The mix changed all the time, finally topping off
with what I thought would be a bit unmanageable: Super Cubs flying with Centurions?
Bonanzas with tail draggers? What were the airstrips like? Propeller and spat eaters?
Sissy-wheel pounders? Where would we obtain fuel? Fuel bowsers? Drums? How to ship
it? How much? How to pump it? Guards? Alternatives? Weather routing.? Transfers?

A passalbe wheeler

Once we set up the dates to coincide with my eight-year old daughter’s school midterm
break, the machine moved ahead. The pilots gave me the fuel capacity, usage and speeds
for their planes. I number-crunched this to arrive at who would need what fuel and where.
I ordered the drums in lots of 200 litres only, of course, and gritted my teeth at the price.
Over to the accommodation planning and I managed to ‘shoe-horn’ everyone in.
“What a Trip! “The best Wildebeest Safari ever! “When can we do another? These were some
of the comments by our 23-strong, 10- airplane group on the recently completed Namibia trip.
Finally June 21st arrives. Everyone came from different home bases. Super Cub, Husky
and Kitfox from Nelspruit. Airvan from Harare. C185 from Stellenbosch. Husky from Ermelo.
B33 from Krugersdorp. C210 from Nylstroom. Turbo Arrow from Fly-inn. Another Husky from
Wonderboom. We route via Polokwane. Last in were Stefan and Lena, farmers from Ermelo.
They had forgotten that today was start day. In a panic, they packed, fuelled and left the farm.
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Polokwane was an easy transit, with good coffee. Then on to Limpopo Valley in Botswana’s Tuli
reserve. Mikado military are bemused at our bevy of craft, flying low level. Last plane in lands
at 15h59 local. Botswana immigration officials become rather upset if you land after 16h00!
Beers all round and we head off through dusty and slightly frightening elephant herds for our
accommodation. Self-catering tonight at Limpopo Lodge and Shalimpo lodge. Unfortunately
the latter does not have any hot water and then finally, no water! Next day we are off, flying
between the hills along the Shashe River, border of Botswana and Zimbabwe. Shadows race
below our birds, scattering the local cows. Saddle Billed storks, white-backed Vultures stare
implacably up at us from the riverbed. The Zimbabwean illegal immigrants dash for cover.
Then we fly to Makgadigadi pans – and lo and behold, they are full of water! Enormous,
almost unbelievably large flocks of pink flamingos and pink-backed pelicans conduct
their symphony on the waters below.

Bagani, West Caprivi

Damaraland

At Nata we refuel the Super Cub from canisters we are carrying….then we are heading
010 up the north road to Kasane. Chris wonders why “his” road is heading 270. Dummy
– we’re going to Kasane, not Maun!
We observe herds of elephant. We dive-bomb pilot friend Philip at Chandia farms and finally
land at Kasane. Now we’re off on a river cruiser into the Chobe National Park. The herds of
buffalo, hippo and elephants on the shores of the great waterway are overwhelming. What
a way to see the sun go down! The boat has a bar and snacks on board!
Kubu lodge hosts us this evening, doing a great job at their bar and diner. Some of us head off
for Elephant Valley due to Kubu being too full. Kubu’s lodgings are on stilts, overlooking the
Zambezi River. A great and affordable place to stop over. Website: www.kubulodge.net.

Kitfox in Namibia

On Saturday we gather at Kasane. Fuel and paperwork. We are now flying north-west.
We cross “Four Corners”, where Zambia, Botswana, Zimbabwe and Namibia meet at one point.
Then up the Zambezi, over the floodplains, spotting crocs and hippos. The flight is serene, and
special. Namibian immigration check-in is at Katimo Mulilo. Here we get our first wake-up call
about refuelling in remote locations. A R200 callout fee for EACH airplane. We explain to the
Franchisee that we are one group and she should split the call out fee. Negative, negative. She
tells me she has not been profitable since 1994. I suggest this maybe because of unreasonable
fees. I explain to the lady we will write this up, not good for her business. She doesn’t care.
So here it is, in black and white. Don’t rely on Katimo for fuel! Wake up to the market, lady!
We continue west down the Caprivi – die straight roads and long wadis of grassland – good
for forced ‘lobs.’ Soon we intersect a waypoint where the Okavango River flows from Namibia
into Botswana. It’s just south of our landing point. The low flight is rewarding – herds of
browsing elephant and buffalo, wading in the wetlands. Food for the soul. We circle our
riverbank lodge, waving to some of our party who arrived early, and are already tucking into a
welcome beverage. Mahangu lodge is simple, but comfortable. Riverbank tents and thatched
bungalows, just downstream from Popa Falls (which are not very impressive). Ralf and Felix
keep us wined and dined. They run a good operation, with lots for the travellers to see.
The river is the centre point- wide and powerful. We go tiger and bream fishing. We drive through
the un-commercial and scenic Mahangu National park, which must be one of the highlights.
A secret place undiscovered by the big lodge groups. Roan and sable antelope abound as
well as elephant and buffalo. We gaze upon the still fresh, but eaten carcass of an elephant
– purported to have trampled two game rangers recently, and sadly put to rest thereafter.
This is a wild place. The vultures eye us with circumspection. Hyenas keep a vigil, waiting
for the unwary. Website: www.mahangu.com.
We have an early morning departure for the longest flying day of 500 nautical miles.
The Super Cub takes a deep breath, and pilots Simon and Etienne in the Kitfox head out
at dawn. Their trip is a surrealistic visual smorgasbord. The wide Okavango, rising sun
behind and a tailwind. You can’t get much better, or so they thought. Rundu comes and
goes with Angola sliding under our right wings, and sometimes our left.
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The locals

Negotiating our security arrangements

Zebra River

The airfield is in here somewhere

Super Cub lands for fuel at Nampara an old military field. Simon is hassled by local military
strongmen - just enough to feel uncomfortable. They want to know why he is wearing a
camouflage jacket. He hands over a 6-pack of beer. Africa! Next stop is Ondangwa for fuel.
Finally we head toward the far north, past the Ruacana falls and into the deep hinterland
of North-western Namibia. Young by geological time standards, the Kunene River carves
through canyons and gorges, green and fast flowing. It is clearly in a hurry to get off the
African continent! At Epupa falls we turn south to the runway. Scary approaches we have
been told, through the high ground. It turns out to be just fine. We turn base around a hill,
the runway is in sight and 10 airplanes touch down. Our hosts at Omarunga camp, drive us
the 7 km to the banks of the river, 200 m above the expansive Epupa falls. Home for two
nights. It is donkey boilers and twin tents en suite. We are advised to avoid swimming. If the
falls don’t get you, the crocs sure will! Website: www.natron.net/omarunga-camp.
Activities here revolve around relaxing, visiting the truly remote Himba villages (the most
genuine Himba tribal experiences in Namibia) and local walks. We have ferried up drums of fuel
and spend some time refuelling. 20 litres for this plane. 35 for another. 70 for a third, and so it
goes on. That night I am thrilled to hear not just a Pearl spotted owl, but a Pels fishing owl and a
white faced owl. No visuals, but the calls were unmistakable. More ticks for the birding list.
Departure day is planned with a remote stop on the skeleton coast for the Super Cub who
won’t make it on its fuel. We set forth westwards down the Kunene. The mountainous
terrain becomes less friendly, harsher and pretty soon downright frightening. A donkey-out
here means…well, let’s not think about it. Everyone flies a little higher. Suddenly the gorge
opens out into the magnificent Hartmann valley and Marienfluss. Sand dunes stretch into
the distance. The pulse slows, the engine runs smoother. Continuing to our objective, the
Kunene delta, we are disappointed with fog covering this area. We cut southwest to the
coast, meeting a strong headwind at beach level. Now we scout for landing fields and
shipwrecks. We look out for the last remains, a radial engine, of the Ventura bomber that
went to rescue the folks off the Dunedin Star. All have gone. The competition is on to
out spot one another. At an abandoned mining camp on the beach, some of us land, just
because we can. At Moewe bay we turn inland over the Damaraland scrub.

The captain is wearing the headphones
Wolwedans ramp

Now on the lookout for Rhino, I suddenly spot one in the shade of a Euphorbia milk-bush. I
mark the position on my GPS and photograph it whilst circling at a height so as not to upset
the sensitive, endangered beast. I have to prove I have seen a desert black Rhino bicornis
bicornis – and what a long horn it has! Soon afterwards we land at Palmwag airstrip. Whilst
manoeuvring the airplanes I meet Berndt – a local pilot taking part in a Rhino count. He
excitedly takes down the co-ordinates of my ‘spot’ and looks at the digital camera photo on
my screen. “HEY, there’s a calf under the bush” he exclaims – and sure enough, it’s not a
papa rhino, but mama with calf. So much for the grey ‘rock’ I thought it was!
Palmwag lodge offers great accommodation and is set in a riverbed with permanent water. A
male elephant roams between the lodges – be careful. A game drive offers up two leopard,
eland, gemsbok, springbok, kudu, and a Hartmanns zebra. What a delivery. We are happy.
Three of the big five is not bad for the first two hours! Website: www.palmwag.com.na.

Zebra River ramp

Next stop is Swakopmund. Some of us head for the coast down the Uniab River. Others
for the Brandberg to look for the remains of the hapless C172 that crashed atop there at
7000 ft. (apparently a daredevil pilot landed on some “flattish” area, then could not get
airborne again. He had to walk down. I’ll bet he had some explaining to do!). We dive
bomb fishing trawlers and generally have fun low flying on the beach. The fishermen at
Henties Bay, Mile 72 and others wave as we go by. The locals seem friendly.
Swakopmund is a welcome stop and a wonderful German colonial town. After depositing
our bags, we’re off to the Brauhaus, the great German restaurant in the middle of the
town. Shopping, clean streets, German voices and kudu ‘veldskoene’ abound. The beer is
“vom fass” and excellent – this is the home of Windhoek, Tafel and Hansa. The Goulasch
zuppen goes down a treat as does the Eisbein for the hungry. Our accommodation is in
La Mer guesthouse. 50 metres from the beach front road and close to everywhere.
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The people are friendly, very German and helpful in every respect.
Recommended. Website: www.pension-a-la-mer.com.
Before departure next morning, we attend to some maintenance.
WestAir helps with magneto drops, alternator problems and oil leaks
on various airplanes.
We go quad biking in the dunes with the kids – great fun. After takeoff
from the unmanned field, we pass Walvis bay, carrying on past the
bones of lonely shipwrecks to Meob (challenge you to find the ‘runway!’)
and then turn eastward for 35 nm over spectacular dunes with deep
shadows on the southeast sides. Soon we are over flying the highest
dune in the world at Sossusvlei. Dead vlei passes beneath and we are
thankful not to be in the boots of the shipwrecked sailor that made it
only that far from the coast, before succumbing to the timeless sands
– or so legend has it.
The landscape now transforms into the most extraordinary scene of flat
white desert plains and black, blue and pink mountains jutting straight
up out of the flat ‘floor’. The contrast and colours change continuously,
never ending, dramatic. We continue toward a 1000 foot ‘wall’ of rock, the
sun picking out the strata that indicates its formation on the seabed, over
the millennia in another world. Weaving up the Zebra River it zigzags its
way into an increasing array of canyons and mountains. The terrain gets
more rugged. How could a runway exist here? Suddenly it appears as if
from nowhere? The approach is tricky in the low winter sunlight. I elect
to land out of the sun, not withstanding the light tailwind.
Zebra River lodge is warm and welcoming. We head up into the mountains
as a tribute to Land Rover as the doughty vehicle picks its way over huge
rock steps – to high above the lodge for a sun downer in a hard and remote
place. Rob and Marianne are the consummate hosts and our party has
filled every space, even taking over the manager’s accommodation and
a rustic cottage in a nearby valley. Dinner is washed down with copious
wine and the mood is festive. Website: www.zebrariver.com.
Discussions are now held on the following day’s activities. We choose the
ghost town of Kolmanskop over a Sossusvlei land excursion. It turns out
to be a good choice. The flight to Luderitz is dramatic and interesting,
alternating between mountains, dunes and hidden pans – each beckoning
a landing and a remote camp sleep out under the wing. The long-deserted
diamond mining village of Kolmanskop is about 2 km from the airfield and
Doeka, who does an exceptional job of catering in her little restaurant,
does a shuttle to help us get there and back for lunch. We have missed the
‘official’ tour, but just browsing around the sand-filled rooms leaves us with
an eerie feeling. Ghosts of the past watch us quietly.

We have already been flying for ten days and sadly today our group
disperses in various directions. We meet our first headwinds going
east – a cold front has just gripped the country. 25 knots on the nose
and we sneak down onto a road for refuelling yet again. After clearing
immigration into South Africa at Upington, the Gauteng group of six
airplanes heads for Douglas for an overnight stop.
The winds do a good job of slowing the Super Cub to 55 knots and
we land at sunset!
Flying friend and farmer Anton welcomes us at his ‘De Kalk’ farm airstrip.
As the proud owner of a stunning V tail B36, he makes sure our airplanes
are safely tied down between harvesting machines, ploughs and tractors
(surprising what good tie down points these make!). Sitting four abreast
in his F250, we head off through the centre pivot farms, a short distance
to the banks of the Vaal River. The riverbank restaurant is opened
specially for us and we dine and relax. Whilst most of the group overnight
at De Ghaap guesthouse, run by the lovely Anel, others sleep aboard
a Houseboat, fully equipped with kitchen, cabins, proper beds, viewing
deck, en allesl. The boat was the ‘Brainchild’ of local entrepreneur and
lady extraordinaire Riana. She designed her boat and had it built much to
the disbelief of the local people. It’s been a hit since day one. Now she’s
almost completed five chalets on the waters edge. Riana also owns
the restaurant! Definitely a place to go for an aviation weekend – and
friendlier folk do not exist. Website: www.restinations.com/villadeghaap.
Last day and homebound. We fly over big machinery -open-pit alluvial
diamond diggings on the Vaal River; then over the farming heartland of
South Africa. The Vaal River is our marker and then it’s the Bloemhof
dam. Black and blue wildebeest, eland, kudu, ostrich, springbok, herons,
pelicans, spur wing geese and more. For a change, my cell/headphone
interface works and I call ahead from my plane to Corrie, who runs
the fuelling at Klerksdorp. Pizzas all round, please, for when we land!
Thanks Corrie. They really hit the spot! The headwind is intense, yet
again. Etienne and I land on the cross taxiway. We stop without brakes
in 25 metres! Taxiing is a challenge in our four tail draggers. Take-off is
brisk, once again on the cross taxiway. The Husky becomes airborne in
30 metres. We bid one another a last farewell and head for home.
Looking back, I find it difficult to believe we travelled over 3 000 nautical miles,
had few problems and had so much fun as a group. An experience to be
repeated, we will be planning the next for 2008. Listen out for the news!
For further information on flying safaris such as this one, please contact
Dave: (011) 462 4521 or 082 392 1034 or e-mail: info@aerosafari.com.

The last leg today is to the western edge of the Fish River Canyon.
The flight is smooth. Flat plains give way to ever increasing tortuous
terrain. Ancient river valleys turn to canyons and gorges. Then the Fish
River Canyon arrives. Big daddy! We turn finals over the void and land
on the newly graded strip. Grand View lodge has a commanding and
unique position, over looking the western lip into the deep canyon. It
was still being completed and some of the unsealed chalets were a bit
“windy”. As a last night for the group, it’s all fall down. The fire burns,
the wine and stories flow. Some sleep in the lounge area to avoid the
windy conditions. Activities are sundowners and walking the canyon. A
good place to unwind and consider the cavernous space at your feet.
Website: www.canyonnaturepark.com.
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